
 

 

 
 

Print-out 

Search 

Open user notes 

Open picture viewer 

Add 

Remove 

Edit 

Duplicate site 

Duplicate area 

Duplicate machine 

Duplicate point 

Re-order points or SAMPs 

Change point type 

Clear list 

Open file/list/route 

Check list for invalid SAMPs 

Save file/list 

Save as a route 

Build/Re-build exceptions & 
missed points 
Order exceptions by severity 

Copy to clipboard 

Show/Hide marker 

Set maker line colour 

Set marker fill colour 

View large (640x480 pixels) 

View medium (320x240 pixels) 

View small (160x120 pixels) 

Graph previous SAMP on 
action list 

Graph next SAMP on action list 

View SAMP data as a table 

Show alarm settings for SAMP 

Show play list settings 

Graph settings/functions 

Accept change and exit 

Exit ignoring changes 

Change/Set date & time for 
SAMP data 

Remove link to picture file 

Add all items to a selection list 

Alphabetical sort of SAMPs 

 
 

Load route to Memo Pro 

 
 

Remove route or log or spectrum from 
Memo Pro 

 
 

View routes loaded in Memo Pro 

 
 

Unload new routes, auto logs and 
spectrum data in a single operation 

 
 
 

Re-loads a previous list of routes 

Load an XFER file (*.xfr) 
to the Memo Pro using 
another PC which does 

not have the database present 
(advanced) 

Make an XFER file (*.xfr) 
which can later be 
loaded onto the Memo 

Pro using another PC that does not 
have the database present (advanced) 

Selective loading of 
routes from the Memo 
Pro to the database 

(advanced) 
Save to an unload file 
(*.unl) data collected by 
the Memo Pro which can 
later be loaded back 

onto the PC with the database present 
(advanced) 

Adds to the database a 
previous unload file 
(*.unl) from a machine 
which did not have the 

database present (advanced) 

Unload auto log data 
ONLY (advanced) 

Unload spectrum 
data ONLY 
(advanced) 
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